ADVISOR-STUDENT MODEL
INTRODUCTION

Increase self-awareness

ENGAGEMENT IS
Time management
Communication
Self-awareness

People
Events

Academics

Joins relevant activities

STUDENT JOURNEYS

2

VERY HIGH

Selects a variety
of courses

1
Makes early connections

People
Events

Academics

Attends orientation
Connects with peers
Explores offerings around campus
including specialty centers
Goes to class regularly

Plans for success

Chooses major / minor
Selects extra-curricular based on
Shares choice(s) with family,
personal interests
peers, univ. (advisor, faculty)
Balances number of activities outside
Seeks out major-specific
classroom (ie, quality of involvement
connections
over quantity of activiites)
Finishes
off
Gen
Ed
coursework
Stays in touch with advisor/discusses
Feels
confident
in
major
choice
potential issues/concerns early

Increase communication

T

8

C

9

Completes requirements Graduates on time

Completes final coursework
with no surprises
Maintains focus on academics
but
also
takes
time
to
enjoy
Creates plan post
final
semester
graduation
Accepts current standing
Increases major focus Finalizes post-graduation plans (ie, doesn’t attempt to cram in
Connects with
major faculty
extra coursework to bump up
Majority of coursework is major/ Reaches out to external
connections within area of
final grade)
Goes to class regularly
minor specific
focus/study
Engages in classroom convo/ Explores internships, careers
Becomes a mentor to other
contributes in class
or grad school options
students
Selects major-specific advisor Allots appropriate time towards
Seeks out peers/mentors
major study / academics
in major
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6

5

4
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ENGAGEMENT

Increase time-management

S

Has few / no regrets about choices
Understands how to manage time
Has mastered communication methods
appropriate to major/person/situation
Feels a sense of personal growth pride
Is satisfied with accomlishments

SUCCESS

Takes mostly Gen Ed courses
(ie, ward off sophomore slump)
Shares progress with advisor
Explores a variety of subject areas
Takes an appropriate course load
Completes remedial work early (if
applicable)

Balanced

2
1

People

Eager to begin new adventure
Meets / knows everyone
Admired by others

Academics

Social butterfly

S

Over extends

4

Gets over-involved
Signs up for activities not geared
towards academic success
Unable to manage time
May feel pressured to stay with
something too long

Many acquaintances
Few close friends
Focuses early on friends
May hide / ignore deeper
issues

Meets everyone

Events

Connects with
no one

3

C

S

T

1

2

Academics

T

C

Misses deadlines
Skipped classes = poor performance
Late nights/stress = poor performance
Unsure why performance suffers
Cannot adjust to many things
at once

T

Misses catch-up
(transfer)

3

May not have all pre-reqs/
gen ed done
May have to repeat coursework
Risk of extra time to degree

May start up to 2 years later
Attitudes may be rooted in
previous institution
Misses the early focus received by native students

People

5

Too many social activities
Doesn’t want to “let anyone
down” so can’t say“ no”
Skips classes for social as work
piles up
Avoids instead of facing work

S

Starts late
(transfer)

Skips academics

4

Lacks peer
connections

5

Skips faculty
interaction
Superficial (if any) interaction
“Not enough time” on campus
Only attend classes,
Misses additional opportunities
for support

Harder to connect to others
Higher priorities outside of
classroom

Avoids institution
resources
May feel resources aren’t for them
May not have time for resources

Events

S

S

3

4

Transfer / PT

People

1

Events

Academic
burnout
S

S

1

2

Isolates early

Lives/goes home often
Academic advice from home
Goes home regularly
Possibly sad/homesick

Events
Academics

Stays isolated

Poss. multiple majors/minors
Over-scheduled, no wiggle room
Lack of academic exploration
Student may not be in
best-fit major

Spends time in room / library
Doesn’t reach out to others
Hyper-focus on academics
Added pressure from home to
excel in studies

Academics over social growth
Skips orientation activities
May be “loner” student
AP courses in H.S. mean
upper level classes early

Academics

People

Isolates early
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S

C

S

Has family/
home issues

S

T

C

T
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Dealing with home issues
Goes home constantly
Lacks focus / concentration
Academic work suffers
Depressed / sad / angry

Homebody

Increases load

S

Minimizes extracurricular

5

T

S

Connects only
to faculty

6

S

T

C

T

C

S

T

Transfers/drops out
School is “means to end”
High fliers transfer to “better school”
Mid performers may “crack” under pressure / reach breaking point
Low performers too invested in specific course of study, cannot
change if need to

Only close to major faculty
Few non-academic connections
Family relationships strained
Potential for health issues
Lack of connection to school

Heavy schedule means student
unable to “manage” time
Everything is already planned
No time to “destress”
One failure = domino effect

S

T

S

C

Returns home
Family pressure becomes too heavy
Academics take back seat
Student may or may not return

S

VERY LOW

YEAR
YEAR 02

YEAR 03

YEAR 04

ADVISORS ACTIONS

YEAR 01

ASSIGNING
Assigning is the initial
process of pairing student and advisors. It may
be done automatically or
through manual selection
and can be changed over
the course of a student’s
career.

INITIAL
ASSESSING
Initial assessing is the
process of looking at a
student tyically through
their records as advisors
have not yet met a student face-to-face and the
student does not have a
university record. This is
only for entering students.

INITIAL
GUIDANCE
This is the process of interacting and assisting
students when they first
enter the university. They
may be incoming freshmen or transfers but it is
setting the student up for
their early course work.

OUTREACH
Outreach involves interacting with the students
once they have started
their coursework. They
may be moving towards
getting off path. They may
not yet be off-path but
they could be on their way
towards it.

OBSERVING

A student may be starting
towards off-path or the
advisor is nterested in
seeing if this student is
prone to going off-path if
they have problems.

ON-GOING
GUIDANCE
These include ways and
methods for providing real
assistance such as helping
the student learn to
manage their time and ensuring the students can
meet with their advisors
when and if they have
problems.

INTERVENING
This area addresses the
mental aspects of a student who has gone offpath. How can an advisor
“get inside the student’s
head” and help them realize they have a problem.

PLANNING
CORRECTIVE
ACTION
This is taking action to
get the student back on
path. This may include
remedial coursework,
counseling sessions
and tutoring, or directly
replanning the student’s
course work.

OUTCOME
This is the final outcome
for the student - either
they succeed and graduate or get dismissed if
they do not make it. It
may also include withdrawing from the university altogether.

DESIGN PATTERNS

ADVISOR-STUDENT MODEL
Mental model findings
Increase time-management

T

Curiosity – what was added to my calendar last night? What
are people saying about this assignment?
Defaults – the app is the single source of truth regarding assignments, responsibilities. Remember previous data selections.
Kairos – right information at the time of need – Day at a
Glance, “do you want to schedule a meeting with your professor?”
Structure Choices – Help students to make prudent choices
by offering content-aware (syllabus, calendar) decisions –
“Your History paper is due next week. When do you want to
schedule time to work on it?”
Reduce & Constrain – Limit choices to encourage decision
making

Increase self-awareness

Increase communication

S

Provide Feedback – scorecards showing assignment completion,
progress against long-term goals, standing vs. peer group,

C

Connectedness – Do students feel like they are part of something
bigger than themselves? Are they engaged in a community?

Completeness – enable students to celebrate accomplishments
with simple gestures

Efficacy – probe for self-evaluation. “Did you communicate effectively? What would you do to improve your communication next time?”

Kairos – Provide information at the moment of need, e.g., Resource lists presented before or after a midterm, paper, or other
assignment.

Feedback - Coaching from the Student Center – Where syllabus
identifies class participation as a factor in student evaluation, provide periodic reminders: “15% of your grade in Ethics 101 is based
on class participation. Did you have anything to say today?” Y/N –
Based on answer, provide further coaching. If Yes, “Was your comment well received? Did it drive further discussion?” If No, “Speaking
up in class is important for many reasons. Not only does your grade
depend on it, talking in public is a skill that you’ll need throughout
your life. Next class, let your professor and your classmates hear
what you have to say.”

Goal Setting/Vision Casting – “Who do you want to be when you
grow up? What will it take for you to meet your goals? What is the
career you’ve identified really like? – provide connections to mentors, advisors, resources, Major Matcher.
Self Assessment – What am I good at? What is my learning style?
Introduce time or event triggered student assessments and surveys. Use Student Enablement as a platform for challenging students to think about their lives, comment about challenges they
are having, ask for help. Build a personal skills and interests profile that can be referenced in subsequent course selection and
Major Matching.

FEATURE LIST

Mapping – provide visual metaphors that resonate with students
to simulate progress against goals (related to completeness and
feedback)

Product Releases

S

S

S

S
S
S

S

S

HOW TO USE

S

ALPHA

V1, COMMERCIAL

POST V1 / COMBO FEATURES

App Framework / Login
S

To-Do list
T- Proactive resource recommendation
T- Flag free time

Non-academic / lifestyle
S- Include non-academic (ie, drop off FAFSA form)

S

Timeline
T- Combine resource opportunities+free time

C

Syllabus
S- Student upload
S- Edit actual due date (public)

Unified To-Do list / Timeline
T - View current academic to-dos
Syllabus
S - Assignment detail
T - Snooze assignment / reminder
T - Pin to timeline
T - Mark status (started, complete)
T - Edit target due date (personal)
C- Notifications @ modified, available, etc
View current courses
S - Course overview (objectives, grading)
S - Course logistics (days, location, time)
C- Professor contact info
C- TA contact info
S - Original syllabus (PDF)
C- Resource associated
View current assignments
T - Assignment detail
T - Due dates
T - View/edit status
S - View associated resource
Resources
S - View my semester VIPs
S - View campus resources / location
T - View hours / current status [open/closed]

S

S
S
S

Major Selection
S- View Gen Ed requirements
T- View major requirements / degree progress
T- View critical paths / limited courses
S- View alternative majors
T- View progress towards alternative majors
S- View broadest path majors

S

Course Selection
S- View course catalog
T- Create schedule for next semester
T- View schedule options / conflicts
S- Join waitlist
T- Drop / add courses to current semester

S

Settings
S- Upload/edit photo
C- Set visibility preferences

S
S

C

C

C
C
C

C

Advisor-centric
S- Student picks advisor based on CV/info
S- Student does self-assessment in advance of first
advising appointment
S- Student fills out a pre-advising checklist before
first advising appointment
S- Virtual initial advising assessment (initial conversation
between student and advisor through the app
digitally and asynchronously/synchronously)
S- Student can pick from list of topics they would
like to talk about in advising appointment (pre-check)
S- Advisor can share info to student's folder;
major info post-visit task list/activity
S- Student can rate advising experience
S- Student can see advice from their advisor in app
S- Student see recommended courses from advisors
S- Student can request time/get invite @ advisor
S- Student can share proposed schedule with advisor
S- See recommended mentors that advisors shared
S- See “high-fives” from advisor
S- Share degree audit doc in the shared "student folder"
S- Student can ask for help right from the app
S- Student can check-in to resource -> sent to advisor

Settings
S - Update my name
C- Update notification preferences
C- Update preferred contact methods

SCENARIO

SAMPLE DESIGN
1) User story = feature(s) requested
eg. “As a user, I want to know when I should file my FAFSA
form so that I can maintain my FA eligibility.”

People
Academics

Events

Social butterfly

S

T

2) Understand student personas / motivations at specific times
eg. A social butterfly who’s just on the edge of over-extending. She
has many activities and friends competing for her time, her
schoolwork is starting to suffer.
3) Social butterfly + over-extend means she responds best to
messaging around Self-awareness and Time Management
4) Feature(s) could/might include:
Kairos: Right message at the right time
Mapping: Show 1 of 3 steps needed to do this
Reduce & Constrain: Only show one step at a time
Completeness: Give feedback around accomplishment

My day
Next up
Fin Aid

Double-tap for more details
Step 1 (of 3)

FAFSA form due today
Smith Hall, Rm 100
Form completed
Afterwards

Chemistry 138
Smith Hall, Rm 110

